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About This Game

Run The Procedural Gauntlet!

Skein is a procedural dungeon shooter in the "old-skool" arcade style for one or two players where you must battle
through hordes of monsters on a quest to save the soul of a talking sheep.

A group of intrepid adventurers are travelling through a wasteland when they come across a sheep... feeling peckish, they do
what any self-respecting adventurer would do and they slaughter it without a thought, only to find out that it was a magic sheep
with the soul of a great warrior prince trapped within. Feeling a tad guilty for condemning the warrior prince to an eternity of
spiritual suffering, the adventurers decide to enter the legendary Skein to find his body and return his soul to it (and get loads,

and loads, and loads, and loads of loot while they're at it...).
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Skein is a one or two player (co-op) arcade game with the following features:

Procedural dungeons

6 unique characters, with three unique classes

A huge number of class based spells

Over 40 unique enemies, each with their own traits and talents

Special areas like the Arena, the Vault and the Caves

Local, Online and Steam leaderboards

40+ achievements

1 or 2 Player (co-op) play

 Sheep!!!!!

Skein was created by me over the course of three years as a homage to the coin-op arcade machines of old. While the game
itself has many modern features, at its heart the gameplay is decidedly "old skool" and can be picked up and played for five

minutes or several hours, either on your own or with a friend.

The concept is simple: fight through ever-bigger dungeons with ever-growing hordes of enemies in an attempt to liberate the
corpse of a disembodied sheep... although all that is simply a pretext for getting as much loot as possible and for surviving as
long as possible. On your journey to certain death you can use the magic spells you find to wipe the floor with the enemy, and
friends can drop into the game at any time to help you with the carnage. Later levels feature fiendish traps and huge Champion

monsters which have their own special attacks and powers. NOTE! This is not a huge game, but meant as a fun blaster with
which to waste some time, where the main goal, really, is to get highest on the leaderboards, win a cool title ("Lord of The

Wilting Bidet", anyone?), and get the achievements.

If you have feedback on the game, or find any errors, or even just want to say hello, then you can contact me through Twitter,
the Steam forums, or my website.

Finally, a big THANK YOU to everyone that has helped make this game a reality, especially my wife and sons, and I hope that
you enjoy your time looting the Skein and killing (and being killed by!) monsters!
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Nocturne Games
Publisher:
Nocturne Games
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2017
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It's not worth its price at the current stage. Developers promised in june 2016 major updates during 2 weeks time. It's
September now and no updates. Do not waste your money on this until this updating issue is fixed.. No update in almost 5
months. Appears dead.. This game should be held as an example of how to do art games well. It's short and minimilistic, but it
tells a pretty compelling story about love and loss. While the narritive is hardly complex, it's well written and quite emotionally
affecting at points. What really sets this game apart from its peers though is the way it tells the story.

Instead of simply walking and having the story told to you, you actually use the story to see how you could advance the
gameplay. You figure out how each stage is completeted through the text that's presented to you and it makes for a really
interesting experience. It can be quite rewarding and compelling when you figure out how to get to the level by interpreting the
text correctly. The game is also not afraid to break its own rules in order to keep the core gameplay interesting.

While it's not the most in depth game, it most certainly lays down a very interesting template that more games should follow..
"RGSS Player
RGSS Player has stopped working"
100% of my "playtime" is failed attempts to launch the game, I have hopes they will fix it because i like AO games but I'm not
holding my breath. A one of a kind.... everything about this game is unique. The play style, the art style, the fact that every
single card is animated and the literally limitless possibilities for new combos and strategy\u2019s that you create yourself.
There are no boundaries, there are no limits, it\u2019s seriously infinity wars! If you want a game where you decide how to play
it, instead of the game deciding that for you, then honestly this is your game.

. Between the cool visuals and a wonderfully varied assortment of guns, there are things to like...xD. Too expensive. Wait on a
sale. Its ok. 6.5\/10. it's not running
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A new story, a new map. Soldiers who are trying to save civilians that are in danger, in a metropolis. It is more fun. I think it was
beautiful.. This is a charming game that tells many stories all at once.
If you watch closely you'll see life evolve around you.
Should you make good choices you'll witness love found, lost.
Children grow up to become foundation members of the society.
Professionals passing their trades on to those who wish to learn.
Sharing the goodness and wealth of the land in troubled times.
All that and much more too. Rise to Ruins is a story book.

It's also a game. Learning curve high? I don't think so kid.
Like any other game you've played before in your life, you learn as you go.
It's not complicated, just open your eyes and pay attention.
Everything you need to know is laid out before you within the game.
Like eating hot pizza. Smells good, looks good, want some? Oh yeah!
Bite into that steamer and what happens? You burned your mouth.
Next time you approach it differently, learning from your past experience.
Is that a learning curve Mario? I don't think so. Relax kid.
Don't trouble your little window licking self over what nots.
Take it slow. Watch how things evolve, change and grow.
You'll get the hang of it and be having a great time.
Just remember one basic simple rule. Keep your people alive.
That's it, ta daa.

Rise to Ruins is a very good game. Dig around in it for hours.
Five more minutes? Sure, why not ten. That's the kind of game it is.
Leave it running while you go visit the neighbor? No problem and no pressure.
When you get back it will be different and things will have changed, sure.
Possibly even the end of the world as you knew it in Rise to Ruin.
But at least you got off your can and went to the neighbors for a few minutes.

I recommend this game on sale and not on sale.. Add me and play for free. :). Another abandoned game. Do not make the
mistake of buying this. I wish there was some way of forcing devs to return money if they give up.. Nice little game
as i bought the special edition it included some extra levels.
As a big fan of the old boulder dash my expectations were pretty high for a reboot like game.
Too bad there is no original included
So
+Joystick and input in general is fine
+Levels are mixed and well done
+ can be challenging in later levels
+ nice menus
+ fine for strategic thinking
+ can be played if you got not too much time to play in general
+ extra worlds like 8 bit are quite nice
+ nice for kids too
+ a lot to unlock
+ replayablility is good, if you want 3 stars in each level
+ easy medium and hard mode

-can be a bit hectical sometimes (timer)
-Graphics are not realy good- not saying that i don´t like the main character- I think the jewels are not well done the stones and
the enemy design is also not fine all in all its truely more a mobile game for Handys and Smartphones... but even there were
finer graphics.
- collision querry issues
- bad presentation
- level are sometimes a bit short
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- bad rock physics if i can talk about physics
- sound output is a bit unspectacular as well
- feels sometimes a bit like a free to play game or pay to win
- can be boring fast
- no real nostalgic feeling
- If you get hit by a rock or a enemy its only Oh oh and you get reseted- not very well done

18€ for it are still o.k. but i would not pay more.

I would say its a nice game but it has to much bad aspects and feels a bit rushed
I can not recomment caused by that, but its fun.. While this is a very good game I can't recommend it due to the fact that it's
multiplayer, and there's literally no player base what so ever.. Don't buy it, just don't.

The game itself is nice, fancy stalite images and stuff. The reason why you should not buy this is the following:
This game uses not steams licensing model. You need to enter a Serial-Code to unlock it. You get one of them when you buy the
game through steam. But as soon do a clean reinstal (for example new OS setup), you have to enter the key again and you get a
message saying "The key is already in use". I contacted their support three times (with 2-3 weeks between every email) to ask
them to reactivate my key. They just ignore you and dont answer. Even when I thread them in the 3rd mail to take legal steps
they just ignore you and don't answer.
After that I contacted Steam support and asked for a refund, as I obviously paid for a product I can't use now. They just told me
I have to contact the Ikarus (author company of aeroflyFS)...

To this day I still have this game in my library that I waste 50$ on and cant use it because of their bad customer support.
Please do not buy this and do not support such a company! They just want your money and leave you with an unuseable product
after!. By far the funnest game i've played this year. Hidden stuff everywhere. It's a blast in co-op, literally. Watch out for flying
corpses, keep an eye out for hidden treasures, and keep your wits about you in the many puzzles which are strewn about the
environments. If you enjoyed Sniper Elite series or Zombie Army Trilogy, you'll love this one. Another great and most
importantly, fun game from Rebellion. Be sure to play this game at the highest difficulty level as it is a bit easy when 4 players
are playing. Strange Brigade is a great game and something to tide you over before the flood of games arrive in the coming
months. Very highly recommended.

Pros:
-Detailed environments and expansive level design
-Single player or co-op
-Fun/addictive gameplay mechanics (finding treasure, solving puzzles, lore, new area discoveries)
-No need to be online this, log-in that, or anything of the sort. Plug in and play

Cons:
-"Rare" weapons found don't seem to be permanent (not sure if you can keep them)
-Loot is not persistent. First one to a treasure gets it, except money. Money is divided for players
-"bullet time"/"bullet cam" is what made the Sniper Elite series famous, of which seems to be non-existent
-Denuvo anti-tamper may hinder the sales of this great and fun game. So is this game worth the current Halloween sale price of
$1.49? Definitely. Unfortunately, the mostly negative reviews will drive most people to not even consider buying this game. I
read through most of the negative reviews, and I think these people have unrealistic expectations.

There are 12 total rides in this experience. There are 3 environments for each ride (Americana, Christmas, and African Safari).
Most of the rides are enjoyeable. My favorites were the airplane, octopus, and teacup. A few of the rides scales are off like in
the Ferris Wheel (the rides seem much bigger than they should). Also, several objects in the environments are off scale (every
animal in African Safari).

The worst rides were the Rollercoaster (especially in Americana it seemed very laggy\/stuttery) and Haunted Ride (very cheap
quality graphics, no real scares, just laughable attempted scares really). The music was also not the best. I suggest sticking to
Christmas themed park as it has the best visuals and music . Just don't expect amazing visuals and enjoy the rides.

I played this for 45 minutes and easily got my money's worth. Keep in mind, you have to press B on Oculus Touch when it says
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menu button. You have to hold down trigger to select the ride.

Sale price rating 6\/10 enough fun rides, F the haters

 yeah I wish I could hold on to the steering wheel in bumbers cars and steer, but it's to be expected in this type of VR title
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